
Modernize and manage your Active 
Directory & Office 365 environments
Get end-to-end support for your next Microsoft challenge.

THE CHALLENGE

In your Microsoft environment, next never stops.  
Whether it's the next merger or acquisition, Office 365  
migration, compliance audit or ransomware threat to your  
Active Directory, your environment is constantly evolving.

To keep your environment modern and scalable, your next  
goals need to involve:

• Adopting the cloud faster with minimal business disruptions

• Securing your business and customer data

• Meeting and maintaining compliance as regulations evolve

• Minimizing business interruptions and keep people working

• Predicting cost and timeline of migrations and M&As

Achieving these goals can be complex, especially when  
there are so many elements to consider and pitfalls to avoid. 

Evolving and modernization often means expanding, and  
expansion can be often leads to gaps in security. Azure AD 
currently has over 425M active users, and of those, 1.2M  
Azure AD accounts are compromised each month. 

Cyber criminals will target your growing cloud environments, and 
with research showing that ransomware will hit its target every 
eleven seconds, the risk of being compromised is very high.

When you factor in the explosion of Office 365 and Teams — 
which is expected to continue to grow — and the fact that M&A 
activity is expected to increase post 2021, the goal of keeping 
your environments secure, adaptable and manageable becomes 
even more difficult.

HOW THIS AFFECTS YOU

Failing to prepare for and manage these challenges can lead 
to devastating results, such as excessive and unpredictable 
costs that will blindside your organization, downtime and data 
loss, vulnerable endpoints, compliance failures and increasingly 
steep fines. Factor in a reputation that you may never be able  
to shake off, and you're looking at some serious consequences.

62%
In an age when security is a 
top concern,

of users have more access than 
they need — due to cloud expan-
sion, M&A activity or just years of 
organizational sprawl.1 



The go-to expert to help you move 
faster, tighten security and stay in 
control of your Microsoft environment
A BETTER WAY

What if you could quickly and seamlessly plan, execute  
and manage your migrations? What if you could secure your 
Microsoft environment as tightly as your perimeter and ensure 
continuous compliance? What if you could easily manage any 
Microsoft environment — on-prem, cloud or hybrid — with  
fewer screens, fewer scripts and more automation?

WHAT YOU CAN DO ONLY WITH QUEST

Quest is the only company with end-to-end solutions for  
your next migration, management, and security challenges 
across any Microsoft platform, including Active Directory and 
Office 365 workloads such as Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive  
for Business and Exchange. 

With more than 30 years of experience, 184 million AD  
accounts managed, 166 million accounts audited, 99 peta-
bytes of SharePoint data managed, and 95 million accounts 
migrated, you can count on Quest for everything Microsoft. 
Move, manage and secure your most critical Microsoft platforms 
confidently with award-winning global support and services 
always at your side.

Conquer your next Microsoft migration

Whether moving to Office 365 or restructuring AD for M&As,  
a migration can take on a life of its own. But with 30 years of 
experience, we’ve seen it all before, so we know to expect  
the unexpected and how to react. With Quest you can conquer  
your next Microsoft migration (now and in the future) by making 

it a non-event for end users. Our zero-impact migration  
and consolidation solutions help simplify migration planning,  
overcome unforeseen challenges and finish projects faster. 

Easily manage any Microsoft platform

Easily manage any Microsoft platform – on-prem, cloud or  
hybrid – with fewer screens, fewer scripts and more automation. 
Quest solutions help you save time and minimize security risks 
by automating all the manual administration tasks that consume 
your staff every day, including user and group management, 
Group Policy management, AD health monitoring, AD disaster 
recovery planning, Office 365 backup and license management.

Strengthen cybersecurity resilience against the next threat

Perimeter defense is no longer good enough, as Microsoft  
estimates 1.2 million Azure AD accounts are comprised each 
month. With Quest, you can secure your internal Microsoft  
environment as tightly as your perimeter to protect the most 
critical and targeted assets and ensure continuous regulatory 
compliance. Strengthen your cyber resilience against the  
next hybrid Active Directory and Office 365 security threat  
with go-to solutions to detect, defend against and recover  
from security incidents, outages or disasters.

• Automated governance and access control

• Proactive vulnerability assessment & remediation

• Real-time monitoring & alerting

• Fast forensic investigation & disaster recovery
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Triple down to ensure your migration success

Quest is the migration powerhouse bringing together  
three top solutions to give you a single, go-to for any  
and all migrations.
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If you are located outside North America, you can find  
local office information on our Web site.
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